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1. Motivation
The unitarity of the Standard-Model Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix leads to the
relationship between elements of the second row |Vcd |2 + |Vcs|2 + |Vcb|2 = 1. The elements |Vcd |
and |Vcs| can be obtained from leptonic D- and Ds-meson decays by combining experimental rate
measurements with lattice-QCD calculations of the decay constants. The Fermilab Lattice and
MILC Collaborations recently calculated fD and fDs to high precision [1] and the CKM elements
are limited by experimental uncertainties:
|Vcd |= 0.217(1)LQCD(5)expt(1)EM , |Vcs|= 1.010(5)LQCD(18)expt(6)EM. (1.1)
These elements can also be obtained via the semileptonic decays D→ K`ν and D→ pi`ν ,
which require lattice-QCD calculations of the form factors f+(q2). Combining the currently most
precise lattice results for f+(0) from the HPQCD Collaboration [2, 3] with the corresponding
experimental averages from the Heavy Flavor Averaging Group [4] yields,
|Vcd |= 0.214(9)LQCD(3)expt , |Vcs|= 0.977(14)LQCD(7)expt , (1.2)
where the errors from lattice QCD are two to three times larger than from experiment. Our goal is
to bring the lattice-QCD errors on the zero-momentum-transfer form factors f+(0) to a level at or
below the experimental uncertainties in f+(0)×|Vcd(s)|, so that lattice QCD is no longer the limiting
source of uncertainty in determining |Vcs| and |Vcd | via semileptonic decays. Such precision may
shed light on the slight tension with second-row unitarity seen in leptonic decays [5].
2. Method
The vector form factor f+(0) can be determined via the hadronic matrix elements for the flavor
changing vector current, V µ = q¯γµc. Because the local lattice vector current is not conserved, this
approach requires the calculation of a renormalization factor to extract the physical form factor. In-
stead we follow the approach introduced by HPQCD in Ref. [6], in which the Ward Identity is used
to obtain f0(q2) from the matrix element of the scalar current, S= q¯c, with absolute normalization:
〈K(pi)|S|D〉 =
M2D−M2K(pi)
mc−ms(d)
fD→K(pi)0 (q
2), (2.1)
We then exploit the kinematic constraint f+(0) = f0(0) to arrive at an absolutely normalized value
for f+(0).
This calculation uses the MILC (2+1+1)-flavor HISQ ensembles [7] listed in Fig. 1. The light,
strange, and charm valence quarks are also simulated with the HISQ action [8, 9]. The ensemble
set includes three physical quark mass ensembles and lattice spacings down to 0.042 fm. Each
ensemble has Ncfg×ntsrc of at least 3000 and an MpiL> 3.5.
We perform this calculation directly at q2 = 0 by using twisted boundary conditions to tune
the momenta of the child particles. A twist of θ2 (see Fig. 1) in each spatial direction gives a
momentum ~p= θ2pi(1,1,1)/L to the K(pi). Due to the large mass difference between the D meson
and daughter meson, we need large momenta with θ2 in the range 2 to 5. The calculation requires
2
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Figure 1: (left) Ensembles used in this calculation, where the symbol area is proportional to the number
of configurations times the number of sources. (right) Structure of three-point correlators. We employ a
random wall source at tsource and an extended source created from the spectator quark at tsource + T . The
θi denote the twist on each propagator, which is non-zero only for θ2 on the recoil propagator. The scalar
current S is inserted at tsource + t.
three-point D→ K and D→ pi correlators with the structure shown in Fig. 1. It also requires
two-point D, K and pi correlators, with versions for both twisted and zero momentum kaons and
pions.
3. Correlator analysis
We fit the two-point correlators using exponential forms with Nexp odd and Nexp even parity
states, increasing Nexp until the fit becomes stable. Fit windows are chosen with tmin as small
as possible while still giving both a good p-value and a consistent fit result. For the non-zero
momentum correlators the statistical errors grow quickly and we set tmax to the last time slice
where the relative error on the correlation function is less than 30%. Bayesian priors are employed
to constrain excited-state contributions. Fig. 2 displays some plots showing the stability of the fit
results for the non-zero-momentum pion with respect to variations in the number of exponentials
and the choice of tmin. These results are similar to those on other ensembles and in the kaon cases.
These plots show that the fits are generally stable for Nexp ≥ 3 or 4 in the range of tmin values we
are interested in. The fit values are also consistent for all tmin values in a reasonable range.
The momentum transfer from the D meson to the kaon (pion) in the D-meson rest frame is
q2 =M2K(pi)+M
2
D−2MDEK(pi), (3.1)
and the required momenta to achieve the value of EK(pi) that results in q2 = 0 is determined via the
dispersion relation. On the lattice the dispersion relation is not exact, with violations expected to
scale as αs(pa)2. Figure 3 shows the dispersion relation violations for the kaon and pion energies
in our study. The observed violations are within expectations; however, the statistical errors in the
fitted energies seem to be the more significant cause of the deviations from the dispersion relation.
In order to fit our three-point correlators we carry out both simultaneous fits of the two-point
and three-point functions and sequential fits in which the results of the two-point fits are fed into
the three-point fits as priors. The two methods yield consistent results, but the sequential fits give
3
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Figure 2: Pion energy values from the 0.09 fm physical quark mass ensemble as a function of the number
of states Nexp with tmin fixed at 4 (left) and as a function of tmin with Nexp fixed at 4 (right). p-value is ≈ 1
for every fit shown except Nexp = 1. For the central fit we chose Nexp = 4 and tmin = 4.
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Figure 3: Dispersion relation violations for the kaon (left) and pion (right) on each ensemble as a function
of αV (pa)2. The dashed lines show 1±αV (pa)2 as guidelines for the expected scaling of the violations.
slightly better stability. Fit windows for the three-point correlators are chosen with t3ptmin = t
K(pi)
min
and t3ptmax = T − tDmin. Only three out of five available T choices are included in each fit, because
including more than three does not improve the errors or stability but sometimes causes the fit
to not converge. The D→ K three-point fits have only slightly smaller statistical errors than the
D→ pi fits, while the kaon non-zero momentum two-point fits have significantly smaller statistical
errors than the pion ones. Fig. 4 shows plots of the form factor fit stability for D→ pi , with the
D→ K fits being very similar.
4. Chiral-continuum extrapolation
We extrapolate the form factors to the physical light-quark mass and continuum using heavy-
light-meson chiral perturbation theory (HMχPT). We employ the continuum next-to-leading-order
chiral logarithms from Ref. [10] modified for energetic (“hard") pions and kaons in Ref. [11],
and include analytic terms in the light- and strange-quark masses, kaon(pion) energies, and lattice
spacing. Our central fit function has the simple form
f0(q2) = c0(1+d flogs)+ c1χ`+ c2χa2 , (4.1)
4
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Figure 4: D→ pi form factor fit values from the 0.09 fm physical quark mass ensemble as a function of the
number of states Nexp with tmin fixed at 4 (left) and as a function of tmin with Nexp fixed at 4 (right). p-value
is ≈ 1 for every fit shown except Nexp < 4. For the central fit we chose Nexp = 4 and tmin = 4.
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Figure 5: Chiral/continuum fits of fD→K0 (0) (left) and f
D→pi
0 (0) (right) as a function of ml/ms.
where d flogs are the chiral logarithms, χ` and χa2 are analytic terms proportional to the light-
quark mass and squared lattice spacing, and the coefficients ci are fit parameters. We construct
dimensionless parameters χi such that the coefficients are expected to be of order one, and use
priors ci = 0± 2. The chiral logarithms depend upon the D∗-D-pi coupling, which we constrain
with a prior gpi = 0.52±0.07 to cover the spread of recent determinations [12, 13, 14]. The chiral-
continuum extrapolations of the D→ K and D→ pi form factors from our central fit function are
shown in Fig. 5
We do not include analytic terms in the strange-quark mass, kaon (pion) energy, or sea-quark
mass in our central fit because the first two are approximately constant across all of our ensembles,
and the sea quark mass is either the same as the valence quark mass or differs by only a small
mistuning. Therefore, we cannot resolve these dependencies, but expect the corresponding errors
to be small since our parameters are chosen very close to their physical values. As illustrated in
Fig. 6 we do consider these and other chiral-continuum fit variations in our systematic error analysis
and find the fits stable under the inclusion of such terms.
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Figure 6: Stability under fit variations. “A” points are different fit window approaches in the correlator fits.
“B” points include analytic NLO terms in the strange quark mass, sea quark masses and kaon (pion) energy.
“C” points add NNLO terms in combinations of the light quark mass and the square of the lattice spacing.
“D” points are from different ways of parameterizing the lattice spacing dependence.
5. Conclusions
Based on the fit stability shown in Fig. 6, we construct a preliminary error budget as shown in
Table 1. The chiral fit error includes statistical errors as well as those from discretization effects
and truncation of the chiral expansion. In order to estimate the size of sea-quark mistuning effects,
we repeat the chiral fit with the valence-quark masses changed to the sea-quark masses, and take
the difference between the two results as the error denoted “mvals 6= mseas ". To estimate the error
from the lattice-spacing uncertainty, we repeated the chiral fit twice for each lattice spacing, with
the value of the lattice spacing replaced by first a+σ and then a−σ from the mass-independent
scale setting [1]. We take the largest observed difference as the scale error. The listed finite-
volume error is taken from our recent K→ pi calculation on the MILC HISQ configurations [15],
which included extra ensembles at different volumes. We intend to estimate this error directly by
performing calculations on additional volumes.
In these proceedings we summarize our progress on calculating the D → K and D → pi
semileptonic form factors directly at q2 = 0. To complete our analysis, we are including an ad-
ditional 0.06 fm ensemble to help resolve the lattice-spacing dependence. In addition, we plan to
analyze ensembles with different spatial volumes to assess directly the size of finite-volume ef-
fects. We will also employ χPT expressions that incorporate taste-breaking discretization effects
from staggered quarks and otherwise refine our error analysis. Upon completion of this project,
we anticipate total errors of approximately 2% and 5% for D→ K and D→ pi , respectively. In the
future, we plan to undertake a calculation of f0(q2) and f+(q2) at a variety of q2 values to obtain
both the normalization and shape of the form factors.
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Source of % Error
uncertainty fD→pi+ (0) fD→K+ (0)
Statistics ⊕ χPT ⊕ a2 ⊕ gpi 4.5 1.5
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Scale a 0.02 0.3
Total 4.5 1.6
Table 1: Preliminary error budgets for f+(0) for D→ K and D→ pi . The first error includes statistical
errors from the simulation and systematics associated with the chiral-continuum fit. The finite-volume error
is taken from our calculation of the K→ pi form factor on the same ensembles [15].
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